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Space Development Demands Sustainability
To enter the next phase of human evolution, development must be completely sustainable - Japan considers this as 

part of what they call “Society 5.0”

While Society 5.0 wasn’t originally targeted at space exploration and utilization, the current state of the space 
industry perfectly exemplifies how sustainability on Earth and in space are strongly intertwined

Resource exploitation can no longer be part of technological advancement – we must focus on renewables, 
resilience, and remediation, all of which are trailing
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What technologies can improve the situation?
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Better Space Situational Awareness 🡪 Gain a clearer understanding of the risks of the orbital environment

Begin Active Debris Removal 🡪 Remove large pieces of debris now in order to mitigate the risk of future 
collision

Plan End of Life deorbit 🡪 Prepare future satellites to be removed at the end of mission life, in both nominal 
and off-nominal cases

Service Satellites 🡪 Repair satellites that are aging or have failed (starting in GEO)
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Founded in 
2013, now 

>100 
employees 

$191m capital 
raised to date

Five Offices: 
Japan, UK, US, 

Israel, Singapore

 Mission: Secure safe and sustainable development of space for the 
benefit of future generations
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Astroscale Services | Multiple Markets, Multiple Orbits
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EOL: End of Life Services by Astroscale – ELSA-d
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ADR: Active Debris Removal by Astroscale – ADRAS
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LEX: Life Extension In-Orbit – LEXI  



How we are addressing the orbital debris problem 
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 End of Life Services by Astroscale-Demo (ELSA-d)

• Scheduled launch: March 20, 2021
• World’s first EOL demonstration proving 

end-to-end debris removal technologies. 
• Servicer – optical sensing payload and 

magnetic capture mechanism
• Client – launched as “prepared” with 

cooperative docking plate
• Semi-cooperative magnetic capture, 1-DOF 
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Mission Video
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCWxdK7l0hI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCWxdK7l0hI
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Why Prepare Satellites Before Launch?
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Preparation is already implemented today
• OneWeb now launches all of its satellites prepared with ferromagnetic docking plates 

built by Altius Space Machines

• Astroscale designed the fiducial pattern on the surface for easier visual characterization

• Ferromagnetic plate is designed to minimize disturbance torques while also being 
compatible with magnetic capture devices
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Why Prepare Satellites Before Launch?
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Active Debris Removal is the most demanding OOS

Several unknowns about the mission:
Mass of client (what consumable resources remain)?
Shape (how are deployables configured?)
Moments of inertia?
Tumble rate?
Tumble axes?
Mechanical integrity?
Surface/optical condition?

A known interface helps with many of these items, but 
most existing space debris doesn’t have this

???
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Astroscale’s Incremental Approach to Solving ADR

Start by solving the “dance” with ELSA-d known client and interface
Characterize tumble axes/rates
Match the rates to zero out the relative motion
Docking complexity is minimized by single DOF mechanism

Characterize an unknown client with ADRAS-J mission (ISSA)
Further constrain the engineering problem, eliminate unknowns as part 

of a precursor to a full-scale ADR mission

Execute ADR mission with the previously obtained knowledge to 
prove end-to-end capability with tailored robotic arm

From there it’s mostly incremental (but not trivial) to solve other 
unknowns: increase possible tumble rates, expand robotic end 
effector/flexibility, increase client mass control, utlize computer 
vision with machine learning to characterize damaged/degraded 
clients
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(NASA Johnson Space Center)

Astroscale’s Vision 
Astroscale is about bringing balance and harmony between development 

and sustainability
A true balance is impossible without the remediation of debris that was 

generated in the past
We are committed to making ADR an integral part of space development in 

this decade
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Thank you

Mike Lindsay
Tokyo, Japan

m.lindsay@astroscale.com



www.astroscale.com


